AUGUST 2014 ORMUS ACTIVE ENERGY
There Is an Uplifting Energy of Enthusiasm contained Inn the Ormus Collected on the Full
Moon in August 2014. We welcome the skyrocketing Energy of Creative and Loving Energy.
This Ormus sets in place for the next year a series of Expanding Opportunities and
Circumstances for your Fiery Nature to provide an important understanding of what you are here
to create Inn the Life & the role of Fire. This Ormus can, may must open up Unexplored
Possibilities Inherent in your Essential Nature and Connect you to your Creative Vision. G-d
within can Be Experienced as Enthusiasm and with a Respectful & Quiet Curiosity! That Kind
of Recognition can results in a two fold Blessing of Abundance and Generosity as well as the
appropriate opening of the app of Fire!
This Ormus Initiates New Ventures, Expansion of Business, and Work Improvement. With an
Awakening Creativity there is a marvelous Energy to meet new people. This is a Lucky New
Moon. This could be one of the best New Moons Ever. The August 2014 Ormus awakens and
facilitates for the One that participates, a Deeper Experiential Knowing Resulting Inn a Useful
Amplification of the Powerful Creator that you are. This One moves so much more into working
with Passion rather than running away from it. This Ormus bring into view a recognition of the
Courage to Admit what your Passion Is. This Ormus facilitates you’re doing what you are meant
to do. This Ormus will nourish and teach you to Express your childlike Innocence which Lives
Deep Inn Your Heart where it is Free of any need to criticized or judge yourself or anyone else;
essentially the Child within Is Safe. This Ormus supports self-tolerance Allowing you to make
mistakes as a Useful way to learn what Works! The Magic of this Ormus results in your
watching your Mind and Heart Open.
This Ormus reveals what matters most, based on your life so far! Ones very personal Energies
become humanized shaking off habits of mediocrity and being distracted from what Really
Matters. This Ormus brings up vulnerability that prepares a Soul for Intimacy. Be present
moving forward and you will be Blessed to Recognize Creativity and chaos Dancing on the
Cusp of Intuition and Reason; which is where All of the Possibilities Blossom. This Ormus
Energizes your Vitality to Joyously Being. This Ormus Amplifies your Ability to receive all that
Spirit has ready to Gift you so you can then open your Hands and Heart and share it with Others.
Deep hidden or buried anger and pain may, will, must surface. The Surfacing means tt is time to
move out of limited perspectives and into the Realm of Courage and Healing; resulting in an
Opening Up. When you are Empowered, you move beyond risk Inn Being Vulnerable, for you
know that Vulnerability is a Strength and as a Soul this is Natural part of Expression at the
Highest level. Through interacting and relating to people you will receive Insights into yourself
on many levels both conscious and unconscious teachings come. Emotional waves may ripple as
the past is brought up to be examined and resolved. It is possible for power struggles, control,
jealousy, trust issues to emerge. It may involve family, money, intimate &/or professional
relationships. Your Intuitive Knowingness about resolving the issue(s) so it is fair, loving and
Inn harmony with all involved Comes to you naturally?
The Ormus Collected on August’s Full Moon is a simple genuine awakening of Love that is
possible & likely to Feel and Experience. It all begins inside and then is radiated to all outside.
As one Heals, a Lightness is Restored to One’s Being which Is an Expression. It is more of a
choice to remain in suffering or to choose to live life with as much Joy as possible.

